
  

 

Abstract—We introduce Learn2Mine, an education and 

analysis platform that integrates state-of-the-art data mining 

tools with effective feedback and training mechanisms in order 

to lower the barrier for domain experts and computer scientists 

to learn data science. Data science is the combination of 

statistical and computer science techniques in order to extract 

meaningful information from domain-specific datasets. 

Learn2Mine is a platform where students learn and practice 

techniques commonly used by data scientists. The Learn2Mine 

platform is a novel environment for teaching data science 

without requiring prerequisite knowledge, and with the idea 

that all knowledge bases can be enhanced by data science. It 

applies the principles of gamification, making the learning 

process more engaging and rewarding. Learn2Mine has been 

piloted by undergraduates, which, through the ability to retry 

lessons and receive instant feedback, has allowed them to 

engage in more sophisticated data science concepts than 

previous semesters. The next step for Learn2Mine, which will 

be continuously extended with new algorithms and lessons and 

completely open to the public beginning January 2014 

(http://learn2mine.appspot.com), is the completion of an 

extension framework giving international institutions and 

organizations of higher learning the ability to create their own 

lessons for students to perform. 

 

Index Terms—Data mining, data science, gamification, 

education. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The development of cross-disciplinary fields, such as data 

science, has changed scientific inquiry and business analytics 

in many respects. But it is still often the case that 

collaborations between computer scientists and domain 

experts are limited by the disparity in their skill sets. 

Attempting to bridge this gap, computer scientists have 

developed domain specific software and algorithms, but the 

use of which typically requires significant computing 

expertise. Modern programming languages have allowed 

developers to minimize platform dependencies, and attempts 

have been made to connect the domain expert with 

informatics systems (e.g., Galaxy [1]-[3], Weka [4], 

RapidMiner [5], and Taverna [6]); however, these 

applications often require additional dependencies for 

specific domains, lack an intuitive mechanism for feedback 

and training, require extensive computer science expertise, 

and require dedicated computing resources for large datasets. 
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The amount of data collected by, available to, and of 

interest to the scientific and business communities has 

resulted in an increased demand for individuals with the 

skills necessary to analyze large data sets (i.e., big data). 

While undergraduate and graduate programs have begun to 

emerge in the field of data science [7]-[10], the number of 

open positions for computer scientists and applied 

mathematicians with the training and curiosity to make 

discoveries in the world of big data has exponentially 

increased over the last few years. At present, the community 

lacks engaging data science and analytics software aimed at 

teaching aspiring students to explore and find patterns in 

large datasets. 

Learn2Mine is an integrated learning environment to 

introduce students to data mining, computer science, 

statistics, and data science. Learn2Mine increases the 

accessibility of data science and analytics to a diverse group 

of students and practitioners by reducing the need for local 

computing resources, removing programming as a 

prerequisite, and engaging the students via gameful 

experiences. Learn2Mine is a cloudbased application 

intended for use by academics, industry professionals, and 

students interested in the field of data science and its related 

sub-disciplines (data mining, statistics, etc.). It offers lessons 

with rewards, in the form of badges and a progressively-built 

skill tree that includes many common algorithms, such as 

K-Nearest Neighbors Classification, K-Means Clustering, 

Neural Networks, and Market Basket Analysis, among others. 

Additionally, Learn2Mine also strives to introduce students 

to the R programming language.21„Learn2Mine provides 

easy access to tools for these techniques that can be used for 

user-driven projects or research. 

 

II. MOTIVATION AND RELATED WORK 

A. Emergence of Data Science 

Data science, a conglomeration of applied mathematics, 

statistics, computer science, and artificial intelligence, aims 

to glean new knowledge from existing information. Typically, 

data science is applied to a specific field of domain 

knowledge - bioinformaticians, for example, tend to work 

with biological datasets, such as gene sequence data. A 

common bioinformatics task is the identification of 

differentially expressed genes and patterns of genes that 

correlate to a treatment group, and while the algorithms used 

to accomplish this task are applicable to other areas, 

significant domain expertise is still required for this and other 

data science problems. 

The primary focus of data science is to manage and make 
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sense of large and complex datasets (i.e., big data) which, as 

mentioned previously, tend to come with prerequisite domain 

knowledge. Whether in the areas of database management, 

cloud computing, knowledge discovery, data mining, 

computer vision, or language processing, this domain 

expertise is an inescapable, necessary component. This 

concept is one of the main ideas behind the design of 

Learn2Mine, and requires novel ways to introduce data 

science to domain experts with limited prerequisite technical 

background. 

B. Learning with Game 

The key to Learn2Mine‟s implementation is its reliance on 

the notion of “gamification.” A concept with growing 

support in the education community, the goal of gamification 

practice is to invoke the same level of engagement and 

enjoyment that can be gleaned from gaming in a way that can 

be focused on other problem solving contexts. Gamification 

does not necessitate a full-fledged game, but rather is the 

application of game mechanics in non-game settings [11], 

[12]. Implementing gamification has been shown to increase 

user involvement with an application [13]. It is important to 

note the difference between gamification and so-called 

“edutainment”, which are simply games that have a bonus 

educational goal. Concepts commonly implemented by 

gamified applications include: 

 Reward Schedules[14]-[17] 

 Constant Feedback [14], [16] 

 Reputation [14] 

 Advanced User Paths [14] 

 Content Unlocks [14], [16] 

 Collaboration [14], [16], [17] 

Additionally, gamification grants the user the permission 

to fail, which can be a real boon in the learning process and 

encourages a trial and error approach to material that pulls on 

their own ability to problem solve and creates a more 

engaging experience[18], [17]. An example of a system with 

gameful experiences for the domain of bioinformatics is the 

platform Rosalind [19]. 

Learn2Mine makes use of many of these concepts in its 

form of gamification. Users are given immediate feedback 

when running tools by providing visual results. Users unlock 

the ability to earn a “Learned” status on more lessons with 

each one they complete, and have the option of continuing 

already completed lessons to earn “Mastery” status by 

learning R programming through manipulation of provided 

code or the creation of their own. A running leaderboard for 

some lessons also gives users a reputation among their peers 

and encourages competition amongst them, a technique 

shown to aid in learning and technique development [15], 

[20]. 

 

III. LEARN2 INE DESIGN 

Learn2Mine is designed to provide a rewarding 

educational experience through the application of 

gamification techniques. Feedback and training loops 

capitalize on this gamification in order to minimize the divide 

between domain expert and algorithm developer. In order to 

bridge that gap, Learn2Mine has been developed to 

communicate between three different environments: The 

Google App Engine Framework, Galaxy, and RStudio. 

Google App Engine is an implementation of a platform as a 

service (PaaS) cloud computing for hosting web applications. 

This allows Learn2Mine to operate through a cloud-based 

interface. Additionally, this gives Learn2Mine a NoSQL 

database to work in the backend. This database is built for 

storing user credentials and progress. Google App Engine is 

flexible in that it supports many languages for populating the 

application including Python, Java, and Go. This distributed 

architecture allows other institutions to implement their own 

lessons and lesson verification, which can then be 

incorporated into the global learning framework. 

 

 
Fig. 1. The Communications between the 3 branches of Learn2Mine. 

 

Galaxy [1]-[3] is an extensible, open source project which 

works as workflow management system for conducting 

algorithms in a local or cloud-based environment. It uses jobs 

to conduct these algorithms, which are typically a Python 

wrapper, masked by a user-friendly graphical interface. The 

Python files that run, in turn, can be used to call scripts in 

other languages, a capability that Learn2Mine utilizes to run 

R code that executes state-of-the-art data mining algorithms, 

while outputting dynamic results in HTML. 

RStudio is a browser-based IDE for creating, modifying, 

and executing R code. RStudio has built-in mechanisms for 

allowing users to specialize their R installation. Users can 

install third-party packages, conduct any visualization task, 

and customize the layout of RStudio itself. 

Fig. 1 shows the dynamic that exists between the 3 and the 

abilities of each. Through the login email and session 

provided by the Learn2Mine Frontend, users create their key 

in the Galaxy working environment. Galaxy then uses this 

key to send the users‟ lesson results back to Learn2Mine (this 

process is described in further detail in later sections). 

Additionally, Galaxy can run the custom scripts written by 

users in RStudio. This architecture has been designed for 

collaboration, where other institutions have the ability to 

interact with the Learn2Mine application programming 

interface (API) and issue and validate their own badges that 

can be incorporated into the skill tree. 

A. Virtual Portfolio 

Learn2Mine allows users to build up a virtual portfolio, 

which is a culmination of many different gameful 

experiences. Users will be able to progress through a skill 

tree, earn varying levels of badges representing analagous 

achievements, and compete for high scores on leaderboards. 

This virtual portfolio is hosted on Google App Engine. The 

implementation used for Learn2Mine uses Python and the 

webapp2 framework. The webapp2 framework allows 

Learn2Mine to use Python code to populate HTML pages 
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and to interact with the backend NoSQL database. This 

database stores all the information for each user‟s virtual 

portfolio. 

 

 
Fig. 2. An example of a user‟s R subtree. 

 

The skill tree provided to each user, subtrees shown in Fig. 

2 and Fig. 3, is integral to the gameful learning process 

promoted by Learn2Mine. The skill tree acts as a window 

into what a user has learned, mastered, and even what they 

will soon learn. The color of skills within the skill tree 

reflects the difficulty of a lesson. 

In Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 there are gray, green, blue, and gold 

skills. A skill is gray if the user has not completed the 

associated lesson for the skill. In Fig. 2, the R File I/O lessons 

have not been completed so they show up as this gray. The 

simplest lessons are basic learning lessons and they appear 

green upon completion. In Fig. 3, the first K-Nearest 

Neighbors lesson, the Partial Least Squares Regression 

lesson, and Neural Networks lesson have all been completed 

at the basic learning level. Typically, there is a follow-up 

lesson being created or already residing in the skill tree for 

these lessons as to allow the user to achieve mastery or 

advanced mastery. Blue skills represent more difficult 

lessons that were completed and they are referred to as 

mastery lessons. In Fig. 2 there are a multitude of skills that 

have been mastered, such as the Functions lesson and 

Conditionals lesson. Lastly, there are gold lessons that 

represent an advanced understanding of specific topics. In 

Fig. 2 there are two of these lessons: Unknown Values in R 

and Standard R. 

The skill tree assumes a hierarchy of skills, however 

Learn2Mine does not hold users to this hierarchy, meaning 

that a user could complete the advanced lessons lower in the 

skill tree without ever completing the more basic versions of 

the lessons. This allows users that are already familiar with 

certain aspects of data science to learn exactly what they 

desire to learn. So users are allowed to traverse the tree in any 

manner, giving users the all-important feeling of free will 

within Learn2Mine. 

Further advances in these data science skills can be shown 

in the Learn2Mine Leaderboards. A select set of lessons have 

scores that relate to the techniques-at-hand. For example, the 

K-Nearest Neighbor Classification lesson scores a user based 

upon a percentage of correct classifications in the testing set 

provided in the lesson. More elaboration on how users 

users a way to build confidence in their skills and incite 

healthy competition with their peers. 

 

 
Fig. 3. An example of a user‟s classification subtree. 

B. 

After completing lessons in Learn2Mine, users can earn 

badges that provide incentives and mark their progress. This 

takes advantage of Mozilla‟s OpenBadges in order to easily 

issue and distribute badges. After completing a lesson, a user 

is issued a corresponding badge for that lesson and ranking. 

Badges are saved as a JSON file on the Learn2Mine server, a 

static link to which is provided to Mozilla for them to keep as 

a reference. Badges are presented to the user upon visiting the 

Home page, and once accepted can be viewed in the user‟s 

Mozilla Backpack, and can be displayed on their Learn2Mine 

homepage by creating an appropriate group in their backpack. 

The badges can also be displayed on other platforms, such as 

LinkedIn. 

As seen previously, these badges are the nodes in a user‟s 

skill tree, so the coloring of the badges follows all of the 

aforementioned rules with learning, mastery, and advanced 

lessons. To better view a set of these badges, see Fig. 4. Fig. 4 

shows a side-by-side comparison of the “Learned” and 

“Mastery” badges for the “Stock Market Case Study” lesson. 

Once awarded to the users, badges can be showcased 

additionally on social media and r ésum és, according to 

Mozilla Open Badges specifications, in order to publicly 

show proficiency or mastery of data science skills. 

 

   
 (a) Learned Badge (b) Mastery Badge 

Fig. 4. Stock case study badge style comparison. 

C. Lessons and Data Mining on the Web 

The execution of algorithms within Learn2Mine resides in 

the Galaxy environment. This is where users will be running 

the tools we have provided them and viewing the 

corresponding analyses. Users can come here and run any 

algorithm, whether it is a simple data scaling or as 

complicated as running a customized Neural Network. In 

order for users to perform lessons, however, they have to set 

up the communication from Galaxy to Learn2Mine. 
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D. Customizing and Designing R Code 

Once Learn2Mine users have developed a familiarity with 

the algorithms, they are given the opportunity to take their 

experimentation with data science further by trying for lesson 

“mastery” through the manipulation of the R code that runs 

each tool in Galaxy. Each Learn2Mine user is given access to 

their own RStudio account on our server, with a personal 

home directory within which they can write and save R 

scripts to be run by Galaxy. Users are also given access to the 

code each Learn2Mine tool uses in the form of a git 

repository that they can pull in directly to their RStudio 

workspace. Advanced lessons are designed to make users 

tamper with this code in the hopes of optimizing their results. 

Additionally, users are encouraged to utilize this RStudio 

workspace in order to compose the code for the R 

programming lessons. 

For example, in their intended first mastery lesson, users 

are asked to weight the features of a previously used dataset 

to improve the success rate of a K-Nearest Neighbors 

Classification run. Implementing gamification often requires 

a balancing act between too many and too few extrinsic 

rewards and feedback. Holding the user‟s hand too much will 

make them feel like they have lost autonomy, but too little 

guidance devalues their experience [21]. Mastery lessons on 

Learn2Mine provide a concrete goal, but give users the 

freedom to test and learn through RStudio on their own terms. 

Approaches suggested to them through Learn2Mine include 

hill-climbing algorithms, Simulated Annealing, and genetic 

algorithms, but, ultimately, users are free to experiment with 

whichever optimization techniques they desire. 

The Learn2Mine Galaxy environment also provides users 

the additional freedom to run any other scripts they want to 

make themselves in the form of “Custom Tools”. We have 

created multiple custom tools within Galaxy so that the user 

can pick which tool caters to their custom, specialized code. 

The tools have arguments that can be passed to the R script 

and the tools have varying outputs, giving the user as much 

flexibility as needed. This gives the users an open-ended 

experience with our application, and between the RStudio 

and Galaxy systems have all the tools at their disposal to 

sandbox any other data science projects they wish to 

undertake. 

E. Security and Deployment 

Currently, Learn2Mine‟s Galaxy and RStudio servers are 

deployed on a virtual machine specially designated to run 

them. Starting in January of 2014, we will release the 

Learn2Mine API and the GAE code base to the open source 

community. As a system that encourages users to run their 

own personalized scripts, there are some inherent security 

concerns in Learn2Mine. To combat this, we are in the 

process of migrating the Galaxy and RStudio components 

from a traditional virtual machine architecture to the 

lightweight virtualization solution known as ZeroVM. This 

will allow us to provide each individual with their own 

container, thus greatly improving security. This is possible 

due to ZeroVMs ability to efficiently virtualize applications 

and not machines. 

When a user first goes to Learn2Mine, they are assigned a 

unique key, referred to as a “session” on the backend. We 

have created a Galaxy tool called “Create Learn2Mine Key” 

which is important for the synchronization of the 3 branches 

of Learn2Mine. Users provide their email address to this tool, 

which then remotely retrieves their “session” from the 

Google App Engine Datastore. When a user utilizes this tool, 

then Learn2Mine, in the background, creates an account for 

that user in RStudio complete with a personal working 

directory using their Learn2Mine email and session as the 

username and password, respectively. 

 

   

Learn2Mine allows users to learn and practice data science 

through a variety of structured lessons in commonly used 

algorithms. A runthrough of “K-Nearest Neighbor”, a typical 

Learn2Mine lesson, would look as follows: 

A. The User Logs into Learn2Mine 

When a user first visits the Learn2Mine front end website, 

they are asked to log in with a Google account. At the point of 

successful login, a User object is created in the Google 

Datastore, with fields that include their status in each lesson, 

and the unique 21-digit session value. 

B. The User Visits the Lessons Page 

A user may then proceed to the “Lessons” page on the 

Learn2Mine website, and select the “KNearest Neighbors” 

link from the panel of options on the right side of the page. 

After reading the associated explanation of the algorithm and 

some examples of its use, the user is presented with 

instruction for running their own K-Nearest Neighbor test on 

2 provided datasets, Diabetes Train and Diabetes Test. 

C. The User Proceeds to Learn2Mine’s Galaxy Server 

Following the “Try Our First KNN Lesson” link on that 

same page, users are then brought to Learn2Mine‟s galaxy 

server. Instructions for using Galaxy are provided on the 

Lessons page, as well as in the form of an introductory data 

upload and submission lesson to serve as a tutorial. 

D. The User Uploads Required Datasets 

At this point users can upload the provided datasets using 

the “Upload Data” tool that is built in to Galaxy. For the 

K-Nearest Neighbor lesson they are provided with a 

DiabetesTrain.csv and a DiabetesTest.csv to upload. 

E. The User Runs the K-Nearest Neighbor Tool 

Once both datasets have been uploaded they are ready to 

run the K-Nearest Neighbor test, located in the Learn2Mine 

Toolset. To use the tool, users provide the “Training File”, 

“Testing File”, and a K-value of their choosing. Pressing 

“Execute” will run the tool and provide them with two 

outputs in their Galaxy history: an html file (which contains 

formatted output from their tool including a graphical 

representation of the classifications) and csv results (which is 

how their test will be graded). An example of the HTML 

output from the K-Nearest Neighbors lesson can be seen in 

Fig. 5. In this example, the Diabetes Training data and 

Testing data were evaluated with K=10. In order to allow for 

viewable results, we conduct principal component analysis in 

order to reduce the dimensionality of the data that the user is 
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utilizing so a cross-section of the data can be viewed in a 

formatted graph. 

F. The User Sends Results Back to Galaxy 

Upon test completion, the user is ready to have their results 

graded. Here, the “Create Learn2Mine Key” tool comes into 

play again. Aside from RStudio user creation, this key is how 

Galaxy links a lesson submission to a user. Users enter the 

output of this key tool as input for the “Submit to 

Learn2Mine” tool, along with their results, and the lesson 

they want it graded as, in this case “K-Nearest Neighbor”. 

The csv file is then evaluated based on the criteria for the 

lesson they are submitting it as, and the outcome is sent via a 

POST request to the Learn2Mine website, where the 

appropriate user is queried from the Datastore by the “Key” 

they submitted, and the virtual portfolio can be updated 

appropriately. 

G. The User Receives Feedback 

Upon successful submission, users can view the formatted 

feedback of their lesson results in the “Learn2Mine 

Submission...” history item, which tells them whether or not 

they successfully met the lesson‟s criteria and gives hints if 

not. If they have achieved a “Learned” or “Mastered” ranking, 

they can proceed back to the Learn2Mine frontend website to 

observe the changes to their skill tree as well as accept any 

badges due to them. 

 

V. DISCUSSION 

A. Implications for Teaching 

Learn2Mine is currently being utilized in Dr. Paul 

Anderson‟s Data Science 101 class for the fall semester of 

2013. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Sample HTML output of KNN lesson. 

 

During this semester, the system has allowed students to 

learn and practice the methods taught by the class in ways 

never afforded to those of previous semesters. These students 

are able to get hands-on experience programming even with 

little to no background. For example, students with no prior 

programming skills have written code in the R programming 

language to predict the stock market and classify biological 

samples from experimental data using algorithms such as 

Random Forests and Support Vector Machines. Prior 

semesters have focused on using boxed or canned software 

solutions to process the data, such as RapidMiner [5] or 

Weka [4]. Their progress through these applications have 

been driven by incremental lessons and instant feedback. 

By building upon research into gamified learning, the 

forgiveness of Learn2Mine‟s skill trees, instant feedback, 

and unlimited retries (or lives) allows them to learn in a 

reinforced and productive manner through trial-and-error[14], 

[16]. We believe that Learn2Mine is an effective resource for 

those looking to introduce themselves to the field of data 

science in either a classroom guided or independent study 

environment. 

Students in the course are also actively contributing 

valuable feedback for continual improvement that is being 

incorporated before opening the Learn2Mine system to the 

wider community, which is planned for January 2014. 

B. Implications for Data Scientists 

While Learn2Mine has the potential to impact how data 

science is introduced and taught, it also provides a full feature 

environment for academics and enterprise users. RStudio‟s 

ability to let users dynamically write and test code, as well as 

its integration with Git, facilitates a collaborative atmosphere 

among users. The ability of an individual user to write and 

integrate custom R scripts in to the Galaxy environment 

provides a novel way to increase the toolset available to an 

established community of users. It also provides a flexible 

way to incorporate the wide variety of preexisting R 

packages. 

C. Future Development 

New features will continue to be added to Learn2Mine as 

the classroom deployment progresses. Upcoming plans 

include the addition of greater security measures to futher 

isolate users, and a more seamless method of authentication 

for users between Learn2Mine, Galaxy, and RStudio. The 

platform will be available to the general public in January of 

2014, and the API documention will be published to allow 

third party institutions the ability to customize their 

experience and extend the platform. 

The easy scalability of Learn2Mine through the creation of 

Galaxy tools means that there is significant potential for the 

application‟s growth if it proves to be successful. New 

lessons can be invented and integrated with relative ease, and 

would also allow further development to be geared toward 

building a more social aspect of the application to encourage 

a more developed Learn2Mine community. 
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